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Abstract

The issue of students' engagement in learning physics has generally been analysed in Science Education research using attitudes towards science, or motivation to learn science. However, the corresponding studies have their limitations. Therefore, the object of this paper is to present and to analyse an alternative to these theoretical approaches, namely the 'relation to knowledge', which has been used more and more in the last ten years in French-speaking educational research. The description and discussion of the broad outlines of this theory, of the associated methodology, and of the obtained results regarding the learning of physics, will show the significance of this approach and its limits, as well as the perspectives that it opens up.

Introduction

Student behaviour towards science learning began to be questioned nearly one century ago in the scientists' speeches and the first research on this point is over sixty years old (Bennett, 2001). Yet even if the subject matter is not new, it is of significance today due to the disaffection with scientific studies, which has appeared particularly in physics (Porchet, 2002, p. 45) in several countries. This subject has generally been handled in Science Education research by studying attitudes towards science, and more rarely, by studying motivation to learn science. But, the brief analysis of these approaches mentioned later in this paper shows some of their limits; this encourages us therefore to look for other theoretical frameworks to better understand and account for the students' engagement in learning science, and more notably, physics. The theory of relation to knowledge, proposed by Charlot (1997), seems interesting in this context since it concerns the students' engagement\textsuperscript{2} in their school work: the question of the relation to knowledge actually arises ‘when we note that some individuals, young or adult, want to learn, when others do not want to’ (Charlot, 2001, p. 5). This theory, developed fifteen years ago, is used more and more in French-speaking educational research. It is presented here with its associated methodology, and then discussed. In addition, we will examine the results obtained when looking more specifically at learning physics. The latter, described in a synthetic way, also illustrate the use of the theory.

The Limits of Classic Approaches

The study of attitudes towards science and the analysis of motivation to learn in an educational environment are classic approaches that we can use to understand the degree of
students' engagement in learning physics. However, even if they lead to some widely accepted results, they have some limits which will now be analysed.

*Attitudes towards science*

Many studies about attitudes towards science have been carried out and they are spread out over several decades. They have given rise to many reviews, among which Gardner (1975), Osborne, Simon and Collins (2003), Schibeci (1984) and Venturini (2004). All of them criticize the lack of theoretical references in these works.

Indeed, in a great number of them, the concept of attitude towards science is not explicitly defined, and we need to analyse the method of measurement reported in the methodology to infer a definition, when this is possible. The indicators appearing in these methodological procedures concern science as well as science teaching and the authors study, with nearly similar methods, not only ‘attitudes towards’ science but also ‘relations to’ (Boy, 2002), ‘views on’ (Osborne & Collins, 2000; Rubba, Shoneweg & Harkness, 1996), ‘perception of’ (Campbell, 2001; Ebenezer & Zoller, 1993) or ‘interest in’ (Dawson, 2000; Lindhal, 2003; Sjöberg, 2002).

When there is an explicit definition in a paper, it is generally borrowed from Oppenheim (1992, p. 174), for whom an attitude is ‘a state of readiness, a tendency to respond in a certain manner [in a positive or negative way] when confronted with certain stimuli’, linked to a social object. Though, some rare definitions are more developed (for example, Manassero Más, Vazquez Alonso & Acevedo Díaz, 2001), the used formulations cannot constitute by themselves a theoretical framework. Only some very rare studies (Coll, Dalgety & Salter, 2002; Crawley and Black, 1992; Crawley & Coe, 1990; Lindhal, 2003) use the more elaborate framework of planned behaviour proposed by Ajzen (1987).

This lack of theoretical references has consequences on the investigation methodology. Quantitative in most cases, its aim is to measure an attitude using averages of scores given to various propositions with the help of Likert or Thurstone scales, or of semantic differentiation ones. Then, these measures are used to examine the existence of possible links with other variables (age, gender, matter, etc.). The lack of an established reference leads the researchers to use various tests, involving five to seven items (Breakwell & Robertson, 2001) to some fifty (Goglin & Swartz, 1992; Weinburgh, 1998; Wood, 1998), and this makes the comparison between the results of various studies very difficult. Besides, in the same test, all sorts of indicators are often used, regarding for example the image of science in society, the usefulness of science for a professional career, the pleasure to ‘do’ science in class, etc. Even if the average of scores given to such various items is an easy way to account for the whole of the answers, it is difficult to give it some significance. Moreover, Gardner detailed at several times (1975, 1995) this problem of multi-dimensionality of scales of measurement and its consequences. So, if we suppose that the items have some coherence and allow the researchers to characterize an individual's attitude, the provided results are generally obtained from averages regarding a great number of students, who may be very different, by age, school environment, gender, etc. For that reason, the obtained average represents very global information that hides considerable local disparities. Furthermore, it describes a state, or even its evolution, but it does not indicate anything about the processes that lead to it, which only qualitative studies might bring to light. These studies are very rare (Baker & Leary, 1995; Osborne & Collins, 2000; Piburn & Baker, 1993), even if some quantitative studies use them on a reduced part of the population sample to obtain additional information (for example Ebenezer & Zoller, 1993; Häussler, Hoffman, Langeheine, Rost & Sievers, 1998; Zohar & Sella, 2003).

Therefore, even if the very numerous studies on attitudes towards science lead to consensual results (for example, the attitude towards school science being rather negative
particularly towards physics, attitude degradation with age, boy attitude being better than girl attitude, the impact of the school environment, notably of the teacher and the kind of curriculum etc.), the methodological problems, largely due to a lack of theoretical references, do not fully confirm the validity of the announced conclusions.

**Motivation in school environment, the case of science**

The psychology of motivation attempts to explain the causes of behaviour. As behaviour results from the interaction of different factors, the approaches that account for motivation are very different too, most of them handling motivation from a particular point of view (Vallerand & Thill, 1993). The socio-cognitive approach, which is now often prioritized, bases the motivation study on the interactions between an individual’s behaviour, his individual characteristics and those of the environment in which he is placed. These interactions develop on the basis of a reciprocal determinism postulated notably by Bandura (1986, 1997). Adopting this point of view, Viau (1994) defines the motivation in education as a student's dynamic state, established from the perception he has of himself and of his environment, which leads him to choose and to do an activity, to persevere in doing it until it is finished in order to reach the goals he has fixed. The socio-cognitive approach, like all the others, has given rise to the formalisation of many theories (Pintrich & Schunk, 1996), each one being articulated around a very reduced number of factors, influencing motivation, such as the following:

− The kind of pursued goals, as for example, learning and performance goals (Dweck & Legett, 1987), goals placed in a time perspective (Husman & Lens, 1999), avoiding work goals (Cosnefroy, 2004), social goals (Furrer & Skinner, 2003), and so on.

− The value given to an action and the expectancy that it will produce the wanted result (Eccles, Adler, Futterman, Goff, Kaczala, Meece et al., 1983 ; Wigfield, 1994 ; Wigfield & Eccles 1992).

− The self-efficacy, a notion referring to the perception of one's capacities to carry out an activity with a defined level of performance (Bandura, 1986, 1997).

− The processes of causal attribution that give a meaning to an event, according to the nature of causes assigned to its occurrence (Pintrich & Schunk, 1996 ; Weiner, 1986).

− The positive or negative emotions produced by a similar activity (Pintrich & Schunk, 1996, p. 314), but this factor is not unanimously accepted (Viau, 1994, p. 101).

These determinants, some of which suffer from approximate definitions (Pintrich, 2000), are very various. This diversity makes the comparison between the results obtained from different theories very difficult (Boeckaerts, 1999) since they are often very different. Thus, the conceptual split seems to be one of the main characteristics of the works which have been carried out (Cosnefroy, 2004). Even if recent models propose to integrate several of these factors into a whole (Pintrich & de Groot, 1990; Pintrich & Schrauben, 1992; Viau, 1994, p. 25), the latter are only juxtaposed, and their interaction, at the root of the motivational dynamics, is simply evoked without being really studied. Yet, ‘causal chains rather than simple causes are at the root of motivation’ (Williams & Ivey, 2001). Besides, the studies, an important number of which have been carried out at the primary school level, have dealt with individual variables more than with environmental ones (ibid.), and especially those linked to the school environment. They have also been more focused on the validation of a model which concerns the general mechanisms of behaviour than on the motivation to work in a given discipline. Furthermore, very few studies specific to science do exist: they deal, for example with the influence of some motivational factors on performance (Laukenmann, Bleicher, Fuss, Glaser-Zikuda, Mayring, and Von Rhöneck, 2003; Von Rhöneck, Grob, Schnaitmann, & Völker, 1998; Von Rhöneck et Grob, 1991) or on cognitive engagement (Meece, Blumenfeld, & Hoyle, 1988 ; Teixera dos Santos & Mortimer, 2003 ; Zuscho, Pintrich, & Coppola, 2003),
or even with the influence of the school environment on motivation (Hanrahan, 1998; Matthews, 2004; Meece, 1991). But it is difficult to find unity in these works, because the studies refer to different models, and it is hard to reach conclusions which can be generalized. Lastly, the studies taking into account the students’ real voice in all its depth are very rare (Smith et al., 2005, p. 60): they have to be satisfied with expressing their state of motivation through questionnaires and scales focusing on only personal variables connected to a specific model.

**Conclusion**

The previous analysis demonstrates the methodological limitations concerning the attitudes towards science studies, mainly because they suffer from a lack of theoretical reference points to guide investigations. The situation is completely opposite for the motivation studies: they have produced a lot of theories, very different one from other, to such a point that we wonder which one we can choose to work with on the question of the student's engagement in his school work. Besides, these studies are rather focused on the student's individual characteristics: the specificities of the disciplines, those of the learned knowledge or those of the learning situations are very rarely tackled in the observed phenomena, which are analysed in a more general way.

This situation has led me to examine another approach in order to work on the question of students’ engagement in learning physics, namely the relation to knowledge, proposed by Charlot (1997). This theory has given rise to a large number of works in France and abroad some of which are mentioned in Table 1. This paper will now specify its theoretical and methodological characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bautier &amp; Rochex (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charlot (1999b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison of pupils’, parents’ and teachers’ relations to knowledge in primary schools in the suburbs of Salvador de Bahia.</td>
<td>Gauthier &amp; Gauthier (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiated conceptual evolution regarding volcanism (primary school) or vegetal production by photosynthesis (secondary school).</td>
<td>Chartrain (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Catel, Coquidé &amp; Gallezot (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links between relations to knowledge and culture: Tunisian students’ differentiated behaviour when learning the theory of evolution.</td>
<td>Chabchoub (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hrairi &amp; Coquidé (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links between relations to knowledge and written work in philosophy and social science in a secondary school.</td>
<td>Bautier &amp; Rochex (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links between the evolution of the relations to knowledge and the professionalization of trainee physical education teachers.</td>
<td>Jourdan &amp; Terrisse (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation to knowledge and engagement in research of PhD students in history and mathematics.</td>
<td>Capdevielle-Mougnibas, Hermet-Landois and Rossi-Neves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Relation to Knowledge

Theoretical aspect

This approach of relation to knowledge has been mainly developed by Charlot, Bautier and Rochex, notably to understand the trajectories which lead (or not) to poor performances at school. Indeed, each human being is confronted with the need to learn a part of the knowledge present in the world (Charlot, 1997, p. 35). Studying an individual in this position, analysing his talk, his behaviour, his personal history etc. to understand what he is experiencing and how he interprets the situation, amount to studying his relation to knowledge.

To learn, the subject must necessarily participate in activities which help in his education process, and become deeply involved. This dynamic originates from a motive, which refers, according to Charlot (1997, p. 63), to desire and also to ‘meaning and value’. Saying that an activity has a meaning for somebody is to say that he gives importance and value to it. The meaning appears at the interface between the objective side of the activity (actions and operations) and its subjective side. Of course, for successful learning, the fact that a learning activity has a meaning for the individual and satisfies a desire is not sufficient: the actions that it gives rise to must be effective (Charlot and al., 1992, p. 28).

The previous analysis allows Charlot and al. (1992) to propose a first definition of relation to knowledge:

*the relation to knowledge can be defined as a relation to processes (the act of learning), to learning situations and to products (knowledge, as an acquired competence and as an institutional, cultural and social object). It is a relation of meaning and a relation of value: the individual gives value or not to knowledge, according to the meaning he confers on it (p. 29).*

Whoever they might be, all the students have a relation to knowledge because ‘all the students give and build up a meaning to learning objects and to school situations’. But these relations to knowledge are different according to the individuals and are more or less conducive to learning (Bautier and al., 2000; Bautier & Rochex, 1998). Charlot (1999b, p. 3) proposes another more descriptive definition:

*the relation to knowledge is the organized whole of relations that a human subject, therefore singular and social, maintains with everything regarding in any way, to learning and knowledge: object, thought content, activity, interpersonal relation, place, person, situation, obligation etc., connected in any way to learning and knowledge (p. 35).*

Lastly, a third definition reminds us, in a formalized way, that the individual is inseparably singular and social, and uses in order to learn and become a man, the world and the knowledge it contains, the others who help him to learn or prevent him from doing it, and himself: ‘the relation to knowledge is a relation to the world, a relation to oneself, a relation to others […] relation of a singular subject kept in a social space’ (Charlot, 1997, p. 91). Because it is a relation to ‘processes (the act of learning) and to learning situations’, the relation to knowledge has an epistemic dimension: learning concerns neither the same kind of objects nor the same kind of activity, according to different individuals. Because it is a relation to ‘oneself’, it has a dimension connected with identity: learning takes on a sense with regard to what the individual is and what he wants to become. Finally, it also has a social dimension, which modulates the two previous ones, because learning is an activity that concerns other people, and that is located in a specific social context (Charlot, 1997 p. 87).
Methodological aspects

Understanding the individual's relation to knowledge amounts to understanding a singular socially rooted history and to bringing to light the phenomena that, with a constructive plurality, interact in processes leading to establish this relation. These phenomena deal with actions (working at school, at home, often, not at all, etc.), with relations (appreciating the teacher, making their parents happy, etc.), with representations (of school, a subject, a profession, etc.), with motives (expectations, values, etc.), psychic aspects (identifications, projections, etc.), with cognitive and linguistic operations, family, personal events, etc. To identify phenomena and processes, Charlot, Bautier and Rochex (1992) gather data with the help of ‘bilans de savoir5’ and interviews.

In their ‘bilan de savoir’, students have to write the answers at school, to questions such as: ‘I am … years old. I have learnt things at home, at the city, at school, elsewhere. What is really important to me in all this? And what am I expecting from this now?’ For the student, then, the question is ‘what to talk about, how to talk about it, and what kind of writings to produce’ (Charlot and al., 1992 p.134). Indeed, it is impossible for the student to answer by stating everything he has learnt, and one of the method postulates is that students give only the knowledge having the most sense for them. Thus, the ‘bilan de savoir’ is a tool ‘permitting to work on meaning, which is worked out and produced by the student’ (Charlot and al., 1992, p. 134), and it is useful in order to understand the individual’s relation to learning and knowledge.

Detailed semi-directive interviews are added to the ‘bilans de savoir’ to identify the phenomena which occur with some frequency for some students. They take place outside the school, last for one hour to one hour and a half, and are aimed at better understanding individuals' singular personal histories. They concern a researcher's posture and a methodology which permit him to gather data but which also try to make the interview a moment of ‘clinical work’ (though not therapeutic), ‘when the subject can, with the help of questioning, of our rewordings and their interpretation effects, discus with himself and question the rationalisation of his own personal history’ (Rochex, 1992).

The ‘bilans de savoir’ and interviews are then analysed in an inductive way, looking for the dominant phenomena and the kind of evoked knowledge, and examining linguistically the way the questions are answered. Research has shown that certain phenomena identified in the ‘bilans de savoir’ or in the interviews, generally simultaneously appear, permitting the researcher to define ‘constellations’ of elements, the dynamic interaction of which can be interpreted as a process (Chalot, and al., 1992, p. 41). These constellations are generally presented in an ideal-typical way, the ideal-type6 being ‘a tool to consider groups and individuals without exhausting their singularity’ (Charlot and al., 1992, p. 41). The processes at work are inferred from plausible or proved interactions between different phenomena.

Relation to disciplinary knowledge

According to Charlot (1999a), even if an individual has a dominant relation to knowledge, this does not prevent him from having different relations with different disciplinary knowledge, which we can study and link to the dominant relation. He also proposes to examine how the relation to knowledge and to disciplinary knowledge makes easier or interferes with the particular knowledge transmission: ‘What in the students' relation to knowledge or in the students' relation to a disciplinary knowledge helps or prevents them from understanding what a volcano is, what lightning is, or what the evolution theory is (to understand it according to what science has established)?’. This stance on the existence of a relation to particular knowledge, different from the dominant relation to knowledge, gives the opportunity to study the relations that students have with physics knowledge. These relations will be described after the discussion of the theory and the associated methodology that is mentioned above.
Discussion

We can first notice that the relation to knowledge is an interesting concept for science education researchers, since it can be divided, as we have just seen, into relation to physics knowledge, biology knowledge etc. Effectively, these researchers frequently study learning and teaching situations, taking into account the specificities of the concerned disciplinary knowledge. Moreover, this possibility offers the opportunity to link the relation to a particular knowledge to the relation to general knowledge, and it helps in this way to locate the disciplinary learning in the more general context of learning.

Unlike the conceptual split which characterises the motivation theories, the concept of the relation to knowledge has a federative aspect, which can be considered an advantage. Thus, it takes into account the variety of factors taking effect in the act of learning, since it is ‘a relation to the world, a relation to oneself, a relation to others’ (Charlot, 1997, p. 91). For example, most of the determinants used in the motivation theories (activity value, activity expectancy, self-efficacy, goals, emotions etc.) and most of the factors influencing attitudes (teacher, peers, kinds of activity, gender, etc.) can be taken into consideration with the previous definition of relation to knowledge. Besides, it integrates, as we have seen, the various learning dimensions: epistemic and social dimensions as well as those related to identity. This federative character makes the concept useful and interesting in order to interpret situations and give meaning to them.

As for the methodology created by Charlot and al., it is mainly quantitative and the ‘bilans de savoir’ and interview analyses are inductive. In this, it is contrary to the majority of attitudes towards science studies and to a number of those about motivation, in which the quantitative part is predominant. The ‘bilans de savoir’ are a good way to bring together all the factors having effect in the act of learning, and to reveal the elements which have sense for the students. The possibility of making a disciplinary ‘bilan de savoir’ offers this same opportunity to science education researchers, even if it possible to regret their static aspect. Furthermore, it must be noted that it is necessary to complete them by interviewing some students to obtain more detailed information. When the ‘bilans’ and interviews are obtained, their analysis can be questioned. It is linked, to some extent, to the researcher's subjectivity, notably to his relation to knowledge (Charlot, 1999b, p. 9). Therefore, even if the inductive analysis has given very interesting results, notably when it is carried out by several researchers, it seems possible to improve the processing of the ‘bilans de savoir’ and interview data, for example by using a computer process. Though the methodology is now operational, which is a positive point for attitude studies, there is still room for improvement.

There are therefore several important points which arise from this analysis: 1) the federative aspect of the concept of relation to knowledge, 2) the possibility it offers to take into account disciplinary knowledge, 3) its usefulness to interpret situations, 4) the need to improve, if possible, the objectivity of the data processing. This construct, which permits us to understand how and why the student, ‘engaged in desire relations, and also in social and institutional relations’ (Charlot, 2003), sets (or not) himself up as an epistemic subject in a branch of discipline, seems to be interesting and adapted to tackling the question of the students' engagement in physics learning.

The Relation to Physics Knowledge

Several studies I conducted or took part in were aimed at analysing the relation to physics knowledge. Among them:

− One of them, in its first part (Venturini, 2005b), revealed the general characteristics of ideal-typical relations to physics knowledge for students from thirteen to sixteen years old.

The second part (Venturini, 2005a) revealed the specific characteristics of ideal-typical
relations of fifteen year old students. It is indeed at this moment that the French students
determine the future course of their studies and choose to work mainly on science,
economy, technology, or literature etc.;

− Another one (Venturini & Albe, 2002), carried out with physics and chemistry students in
the third university year, concerned the links between the conceptual mastery in a given
physics field and the relation to physics knowledge.

We will now look at some meaningful extracts of the obtained results.

General characteristics of the relations to physics knowledge for thirteen to sixteen year old
students

The characterisation of the relation to physics knowledge was carried out with 414
students from thirteen to sixteen years old, spread over sixteen classes, using a written ‘bilan
de savoir’: the students were asked about their learned physics knowledge, the importance of
that learned knowledge and about how they feel when they are learning physics. Thus, the
students answered the following questions: ‘what have you learnt in physics since you started
studying it? What do you expect to gain from what you have learnt? Is physics very, a little or
not at all important for you, and why? With what intention, for what reason do you come to the
physics class? When you are in the physics class, would you say that you are engaged in it
because you are interested in it, detached because learning physics or something else is quite
the same (you have to learn something), or upset, because you would really prefer to be
somewhere else?’

The obtained answers were divided into sense units. For example, the answer ‘I have
learnt electricity and optics’ involves, according to the researcher’s analysis, two separate
ideas and thus, two sense units: ‘I have learnt electricity’ and ‘I have learnt optics’. These
sense units were then classified into categories according to their meaning towards the relation
to physics knowledge. For example, the two sense units ‘I have learnt electricity’ and ‘I have
learnt optics’ deal with knowledge in both cases in a general way (physics fields). They were
therefore classified in the same category. The whole of the sense units were gathered into
thirteen categories. A variable was associated with each of them, and counted for each
individual the number of sense units gathered into the category. After this thematic and
quantitative analysis, a table was obtained, recapitulating for each student, the distribution of
the different sense units of his ‘bilan de savoir’. An automatic classification software was used
to obtain a hierarchical cluster analysis based on this table; it gathered individuals according to
their similarity, calculated from the variable values. The software divided the sample
population successively into three, four, five and six classes (groups) and the corresponding
contingency tables were elaborated. Every class was characterized with the statistical
significant values of the different variables. Dividing the sample population into three or four
classes produced too global a result, so it was decided not to use them. On the other hand, the
division into six classes provided very little significant differentiation on the level of the
relation to physics knowledge, compared to the one comprising five classes. Therefore, this
latter was adopted. After that, the statistical significant characteristics of each of its five classes
were “idealized” to elaborate the relations of ideal-typical students to which they could be
respectively associated:

− the ideal-typical student 1 is strongly engaged in learning physics: he gives great
importance to physics knowledge, including outside the school, above all for its
contribution to the explanation and comprehension of the world;

− the ideal-typical student 2 is engaged in learning physics in a less marked way than the
previous case, with a knowledge focus linked rather to its strategic utility towards his study
project, even if the world comprehension dimension is not considered completely unimportant;

- the ideal-typical student 3 is weakly engaged in learning physics. For him, physics knowledge is of a weak and episodic importance, essentially for utilitarian and short-term reasons linked to his studies;

- the ideal-typical student 4 gives importance to physics: he attributes meaning to the fact of going to the physics class for mainly utilitarian reasons linked to his future profession or to daily life. However, he does not give any to the knowledge itself, or if he does, it has no effect on his learning;

- the ideal-typical student 5 does not give any importance to physics: neither the discipline, nor the disciplinary knowledge are of importance, and he takes physics courses only because they are compulsory.

To close this first section of results, we can examine the students’ distribution according to the different ideal-types they can be associated to. We can see for example, that physics learning has sense and value only for a minority of students (one out of five). Moreover, the percentage of students associated to the ideal-types 4 and 5, characterized by a lack of engagement in learning physics, regularly increases from 13 to 16 years old. Finally, the majority of students are not very motivated to learn physics, even when science is the main subject at school, notably when they are 16 years old.

Ideal-typical relations to physics knowledge for fifteen year old students

The second part of the previous study led to the elaboration of more detailed ideal-types, specific to the fifteen year old students. From the previous methodology and classification, we chose, at this level, thirty four individuals, according to the general characteristic of their relation to physics knowledge. They were close to one of the five defined ideal-types. Each one was interviewed for thirty to forty minutes, and first this enabled us to verify which ideal-type they corresponded to most closely. For that, the students had to specify the nature of their relations to physics and its causes, to describe their studying practices in physics as well as in other disciplines, and explain the reasons of their engagement level; they also had to mention their extra-curricular activities involving physics and to evaluate the relevance of physics to understanding the surrounding world. Besides, the aim of the interview was to identify their representations of physics and its social uses, to describe their career plan and its impact on their studies. Finally, questions were asked to identify their perception of the school context in relation to physics: their global stand regarding the teaching discipline and about the teacher’s importance in their school work; their opinion about the presence of applicative aspects in the lessons, about the academic character of physics learned knowledge, the answers given to their physics questions; their judgement on the level of their academic success in physics.

The interviews were fully retranscribed and analysed by hand twice to identify the mentioned phenomena and their modalities. First, the data was processed globally individual by individual, and later, “transversally” for each theme of the interview, to homogenize the way in which the answers of the different students were taken into account. This information was recapitulated in a table making the consistency easier to check, and was used to identify the existing regularities for carrying on the elaboration of the different ideal-types. From the inductive analysis of the interviews, some phenomena appeared in a clear majority of students associated to a same general ideal-type. They were integrated in the corresponding specific ideal-type. Without a clear majority, the phenomenon was ignored. The five obtained ideal-types are described below:

- the ideal-typical student 1 gives importance to physics knowledge because it allows him to understand the world and this is exactly what he expects from it, but also because it is
useful for the studies he wants to follow. His interest and his work in physics are not linked to the teacher to whom he gives very little importance. He connects what he learns in the physics courses to daily phenomena and applications, and he uses it outside school. Furthermore, he is satisfied with the physics teaching, and would be more so, if he could have more explanation about his questions. He has a developed representation of how physics works and of its social function, but he gives no importance to it. His career plan strongly involves physics, and this makes him more interested in this discipline, in which he feels successful.

We can imagine some processes which combine these phenomena to give this particular relation to knowledge. For example, this student, who tries to understand the world around him, finds at school elements related to daily life and knowledge he can use outside the school, which will satisfy his desire; his career plan requires studies in physics in which he feels successful, and this reinforces his positioning towards the discipline. Thus, these phenomena have effects that strengthen each other: the engagement they lead to will probably be steady.

− The ideal-type student 2 gives importance to physics knowledge, more owing to its strategic usefulness for the studies he wants to follow than for the explanations it brings about the world. He does not give very much importance to the teacher, because the activities related to physics learning are the result of a personal choice. According to him, the lessons would be far more interesting if they included much more daily phenomena. Besides, he considers that the learned knowledge is not very usable outside the school, but this aspect is not important for him. He asks questions directly connected to the lessons and he is satisfied with the answers given by the teacher; he has the feeling that he succeeds in his physics studies. He knows nothing whatsoever about the working methods of physics and about its social function, but he does not give any importance to these facts. His career plan requires studies provisionally including physics.

This student is engaged because he has to succeed in studies including physics to apply for a job without physics. His engagement will surely be temporary: indeed, this student does not use the learnt knowledge outside the school, has no representation of the social use of physics and does not perceive links between lessons and daily facts. For him, physics has only an academic meaning.

− When the ideal-typical student 3 gives a little importance to physics knowledge, it is only for the short-term utility it has in his current studies: indeed, he has no career plan that requires physics studies, and his interest in this discipline, for which he only remembers the broad outlines, is weak. To increase it, on the other hand, he relies very much on the teacher to whom he gives great importance. He does not identify the daily phenomena present in the lessons and finds the learnt knowledge unusable outside school: this contributes to disengaging him. He is ignorant of the working of physics and its social function.

Physics is, at all levels, unfamiliar to this student, and if there is not a charismatic teacher, all the processes we can imagine from the previous phenomena are weakly motivating: occasionally, he could be interested in one topic, or need to improve his average mark.

− The ideal-typical student 4 gives importance to physics because he finds it useful. He feels engaged in his physics lessons and enters the classroom with an intention to learn, but when interviewed, he never specifies what he wants to study. However, this intention or feeling has no significant effect on how effective a learner he is, even if he strongly expects physics knowledge to be useful for his daily life or for his profession. He finds that the physics lessons sufficiently involve concrete examples, and that the learnt knowledge is not purely academic. He knows nothing whatsoever about how physics works and about its
social function, but he does not give any importance to these facts. His career plan includes to a small degree, disciplinary knowledge.

For this student, physics makes sense in his daily life or in his career plan, and he finds therefore reasons to engage himself. However, this does not imply that he will be an efficient learner. This student, who does not name learned knowledge in his ‘bilan de savoir’, or only in a very vague way, says he is engaged and wants to learn, but under no circumstances, does it lead to efficient actions concerning learning.

The ideal-typical student 5 considers that physics has no importance. He does not expect anything from the learned knowledge: he comes to the physics lessons because he is obliged to and he is not very engaged. He attributes a strong importance to the teacher whose passion and pedagogical qualities could make him like and understand physics. He finds the physics teaching complex, abstract, boring and too fast, and it does not suit him. He does not connect the lessons’ content to daily phenomena, and for him, he cannot use outside school the knowledge he learns, and in this way, the discipline loses its interest. He knows nothing whatsoever about the working methods of physics and about its social function and this deprives him of a possible source of interest. He has no questions about this disciplinary subject. His career plan involves neither physics nor physics studies, in which he feels unsuccessful.

Beyond the hypothetical action of the teacher, all other evoked phenomena (for example no operational knowledge, poor performance at school, complex and boring teaching, uselessness of physics knowledge for future profession etc.), contribute to the lack of student engagement, whatever the way we suppose these phenomena interact. For that reason, this situation has little chance of changing.

Relations between relation to physics knowledge and conceptual mastery

After a study about the basic concepts of electromagnetism used by students in the third year of university (Venturini, Albe & Lascours, 2000), twelve individuals were selected, notably because of their level of conceptual mastery in this physics field, to be interviewed for about forty minutes. They had to answer questions which allowed us to characterize relations to physics knowledge and relations to electromagnetism knowledge: the type of learning judged as the most important; the place of physics in that important learning; the knowledge about the nature of physics, function and tools; the interest in daily physics (reading, science history, news, science museums, etc.); daily physics practice (explanations about daily electromagnetic phenomena); study practice (when, how, with whom etc. does the student study?); relations between the career plan and physics studies (why is the student on a teaching degree? Has he already got teaching experience acquired by giving private lessons or leading a science club etc.); students’ electromagnetism perception as a scientific field and as a field of university study. The interviews were fully retranscribed and analysed by hand in an inductive way.

The analysis (Venturini & Albe, 2002) shows that the students having a weak conceptual mastery, who are in a very large majority in the population sample, learn physics without being able to precisely define its function, its tools and its working methods, and without being interested in it. Even if one of the interviewed students thinks about becoming a physics teacher, it is rarely the result of a deliberate choice, linked to the discipline. They do not look to complete their training outside their university studies, and within this training, they only try to grasp what they judge essential: to be able to solve exercises to pass their exam. For them, this competence involves knowing formulas and solving processes that they possibly learn by heart. The students’ relations to electromagnetism knowledge of which they remember hardly anything are difficult: the field of study is abstract, daunting, and badly perceived; applications are not identified, and as a field of study, it has for these students only a utilitarian interest. As
for the more established conceptual mastery students, although they are not basically very
different from the previous ones, they have a more coherent representation of the discipline and
of its working, and have some rare extra-school physics activities. Though their aim is still to
know how to solve physics exercises for the exam, they try more to understand the elements
permitting them to find the solving processes than to learn them by heart, and they get some
pleasure out of studying the discipline. Their electromagnetism knowledge allows them to
explain the field applications with near exactitude, but all do not grasp the scientific
importance of the study.

We can say that the first students have a relation with the disciplinary knowledge, and
notably with the electromagnetism, which is dominated by a strictly utilitarian component: they
are only moved by short-term school aims. Engaged as little as possible, they try to acquire
processing skills to solve exercises without being interested in the concepts’ meaning, their
relations, and the physics meaning of mathematics tools; this explains why they have been
identified as having a weak conceptual mastery. The other students have a relation to physics
knowledge which is also characterised by a utilitarian component, but this is modulated by the
desire to understand, and the pleasure they get out of this. This desire and this pleasure lead to
a greater search of meaning when they try to master the processes of solving exercises; they
also lead to the development of skills which gives them a medium or strong conceptual mastery.
So, this study reveals links between electromagnetism conceptual mastery and the relation to
the disciplinary knowledge, notably because of the students’ posture which can be associated to
the studies.

Discussion

First of all, the discussion will concern the importance of the individual when physics
learning is studied and the relevance of the theory of relation to knowledge which takes the
individual into account. Then, the discussion will focus on the used methodology and the
obtained results.

On a very general level, we can notice the usefulness of taking into account the subject's
specificities when we are interested in the physics knowledge learnt by students. Indeed, the
nature of what is learnt seems to depend on the way the students consider the knowledge at
stake, and on the learning posture which follows from that: this can be seen with the example
of the basic concepts of electromagnetism, and other studies have illustrated it with the
examples of the theory of evolution (Hairai & Coquidé, 2002), volcanism (Chartrain, 2003) and
the vegetal production by photosynthesis (Catel, Coquidé & Gallezot, 2002). This need to take
into consideration a multi-dimensional subject in the Science Education research is not yet
highly emphasized, even if it has been discussed in other articles (for example Alsop an Watts,
2003; Caillot, 2001; Pintrich, Marx and Boyle, 1993; Strike and Posner, 1992).

The previous results also show the advantage of using the relation to knowledge concept
when aiming to take the learning subject's specificities into account. Indeed, the method linked
to the use of this theoretical framework leads to the development of different ideal-types: these
consider the student’s engagement to learning physics as a result of a complex process within
which various phenomena (some of which have been identified) interact in a plural and
constructive way.

It is important to remember that the works on attitudes towards science have analysed the
influence of factors considered as independent one from the other for an often large group of
students. In addition, a lot of studies on school motivation have been carried out prioritizing a
particular and single point of view. Another advantage of the used method is to connect theses
phenomena and processes to particular types of students. Indeed, there are practically as many
readings and personal interpretations of the different concerned phenomena as there are
individuals. Therefore, it is quite difficult to capture in a class, each student in his singularity.
The definition of a sufficient number of ideal-types to which each student can be associated is a less ambitious but sufficient way to understand the classroom reality and to allow the teacher to adapt himself to his public.

As for the methodology, it is strongly drawn from that proposed by Charlot and his research team, based upon ‘bilans de savoir’ and interviews. However, it differs on several points.

First of all, the questions of the ‘bilans de savoir’ in my research are specifically focused on the physics knowledge; they are more numerous so as to be easier to work on. Besides, to be more objective, the analysis of the students’ answers was carried out with a classification process by computer. Nevertheless, the students often gave very brief answers to the questions they were asked, which made them difficult to interpret. On the other hand, the regrouping of sense units according to their signification, which were counted within variables analysed by the software, remain linked to the researcher's interpretations. It is the same for the choice of the number of classes that the software gave in order to determine the defined ideal-types. Admittedly, the process can be improved; however, the general characteristics of the relations to knowledge that it allowed me to elaborate seem to have a certain generality. Thus, Rhodes and Venturini (2006) showed that literary students who have compulsory physics lessons in their studies can be associated with the same general ideal-types, except with the ideal-type 1, which was absent from the sample. Another study (Costa, 1995) analysed American students’ responses to school science at the end of the high-school using interviews and led to similar conclusions. Costa elaborated a typology close to the one previously described. Thus, she distinguished the types ‘potential scientist’, ‘other smart kids’ (who do not choose to study science), ‘I don’t know’ students (who have no particular position towards school science), and ‘outsiders’ (who fail in the science class and are outside the mainstream), which can be respectively linked to the general ideal-types 1, 2, 3 and 5. The last type she gave prominence to (‘Inside Outsiders’) shows partial similarities with the general ideal-type 4.

As for the interviews, they are really important, especially when the answers to the ‘bilans de savoir’ are brief. Not only do they give the researcher the opportunity to ask the students to talk for longer, but they also lead them to think about the rationality they give to their own story, which is indispensable to understanding their relations to physics knowledge. Yet, the issues about the interview analyses and their objectivity still remain. In the study previously quoted, the interviews were examined twice, firstly individual by individual, and secondly theme by theme. Although the crossing of results probably reduces the subjectivity, we also can imagine other processes to improve the methodology, for example turning to several researchers working in an independent way, or using a textual analysis software.

Beyond these improvements in the processing of the interviews, we also need to enrich the themes the students have to speak about. For the moment, not all the phenomena concerned have been analysed, particularly the gender and the school context. A better knowledge of the impact of the various components of this context, differentiated according to the students' types, would moreover be interesting, since it is an environment on which we can partly act. Nevertheless, the analysis of the elaborate ideal-types, even when incomplete, has led to several observations.

We can first of all notice the importance of the utilitarian component of the relation to physics knowledge in several of the ideal-types previously described, even at university. Of course, we can suppose that all students also go to school because they think it is useful for them. But the importance of the utilitarian component for physics students seems to be specific, if we judge from analysis carried out in other disciplines. For example, Rossi-Neves, Préteur and Capdevielle-Mougnibas (2005) show that the relation to biology knowledge involves a strong hedonistic component, and moreover, that literature and human science students have important expectations concerning general culture. It seems that students are generally working
in physics with a view to career openings, or to be successful in their studies and obtain their degree. Therefore, it is the school or professional utility which is the essential motive of their activity. This observation echoes with other studies of the same type: thus, for Osborne and Collins (2000), the value of most scientific subjects is purely instrumental, constituted by the academic degree students can obtain; for Munro and Elson (2000), the obligation to learn science in order to accede to the chosen career is the only reason for which young people would study science, and particularly physics (Lindhal, 2003).

We can also notice, in one of the presented studies, the weak ratio of engaged students for learning physics (students associated to the ideal-types 1 and 2) in the population sample. This observation seems to have a more general significance, if we believe another study carried out with French students starting at university on the initiative of the higher education ministry (MENESR, 2005). Indeed, this study shows that medical and physical education students are much more numerous to be engaged in their studies (60 %) than science students (24 %). Moreover, in the studied population sample, we can notice that the ratio of students who are not engaged in physics learning (students associated to the ideal-types 4 and 5), increases from thirteen to sixteen years old. This observation allows us to think that the situation towards the engagement in physics learning deteriorates with time, as, to some extent, certain studies about attitudes towards science have already shown.

In other respects, we can also notice that students associated to the ideal-types 2, 3 and 5 do not establish connections between learnt knowledge and daily phenomena or events. Even if it is a question of ideal-types, and if all real students who can be associated to one of them do not necessarily have this perception, this trend is sufficiently general to be noted, even in the case of many university third year students who have a strictly utilitarian relation to knowledge. To that, we can add the lack of knowledge that most of them have about the working methods and social use of physics (secondary students associated to the ideal-type 2, 3, 4 and 5, first group of university students). This lack has already also been highlighted by other studies (Cleaves, 2005; Hill & Wheeler, 1991): physics is a discipline which is often perceived as purely academic, both because students do not transfer the school learnt knowledge in daily life and because they have a very poor representation about its social use. These observations can probably be connected, on one hand to the weak ratio of engaged students the discipline generates, and on the other hand, to the essentially utilitarian reasons which push students to engage in physics studies.

Finally, we can underline the strong teacher importance for students associated to the ideal-types 3, 4 and 5, who are not strongly or significantly engaged in physics learning: it is as if the teacher is the only chance for them of having any kind of engagement. But the necessary teacher qualities change according to students. Besides, the nature of the relation to physics knowledge and to its teaching is an important factor for most of the students associated to the ideal-types 3 and 5: the teacher must be passionate about his discipline and his job. Moreover, for non-engaged students (associated to the ideal-type 5), his pedagogical qualities are determinant.

Conclusion

The previous analysis shows that the use of the “relation to knowledge” theory, specific to educational science, allows us to better understand the classroom reality and to avoid a part of the problems which appeared during the use of theories of motivation or attitude towards physics while working on the question of the students' engagement in learning physics. This concept highlights the influence of the individuals' particularities on the learnt knowledge, and not only those of the characteristics of the knowledge at stake and of the teaching situations specificities. The existence of previously demonstrated results in studies which used other theoretical frameworks testifies to the operating character of the theory of relation to
knowledge and also strengthens each different research paradigm. This theory also gives an idea of the processes leading to various engagement types, and reveals the phenomena which constitute them, specific to the different student groups. However, even if the methodology associated to relation to knowledge is operational, it remains to be improved on two levels: firstly for the data gathering process, to obtain more significant information, and secondly for the processing, to obtain better results than with the inductive analysis. Though this gave usable results, it certainly could be more objectified.

To continue such studies, we could for example analyse the evolution in time of the relation to physics knowledge, and possibly identify the prominent phenomena in this evolution, or compare, for a same individual, the relation to physics knowledge with the relations to other disciplinary knowledge, notably to verify if the utilitarian component is really specific to physics. We could continue, of course, the still very incomplete analysis of the phenomena which have effects on the relation to knowledge, or study the teacher's relation to knowledge and how they are connected to the students' one, insofar as some echoes have been observed between these two parties.

Thus, the study of the relation to physics knowledge constitutes an interesting alternative to the works about motivation in science or about attitudes towards science in order to understand the behaviour of students towards learning physics. This approach, which completes the previous ones in order to attempt to interpret a complex reality, is very new but promising; so, it seems sensible and necessary to carry on with it.
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Notes

1 In French, ‘le rapport au savoir’.
2 Charlot uses in French, instead of “engagement”, the word ‘mobilisation’ which has no equivalent in English. He wants to emphasize the fact that the student “moves himself” to study.
3 The widest study I know (Catsambis, 1995), concerns 24500 students.
4 The theory of relation to knowledge has been developed at the University Vincennes Saint Denis Paris 8, within the research team ESCOL whose main participants are Bernard Charlot, Elizabeth Bautier and Jean-Yves Rochex.
5 A student's personal analysis of what is important for him in all his knowledge.
6 ‘We get an ideal-type emphasizing unilaterally one or several points of view and connecting a lot of phenomena separately given, diffused and discreet, that we find now in a great number, now in a little number, and in places, not at all, that we organise according to different points of view, unilaterally chosen, to make a homogeneous picture of thoughts. We will find nowhere such a picture in its conceptual purity: it is a utopia’ (Charlot and al., 1992, p. 41, quoting Weber, 1965).
7 The ‘bilan de savoir’ gives information about the relation to knowledge at a particular moment. To study its evolution, it is necessary to make several successive “bilans”.
8 In the French educational system, physics is a compulsory discipline from twelve to fifteen years old.
9 Dividing the sample population into seven or more classes seems to be open to criticism, given the fact that the pupils’ answers were not very developed.
10 One of the obtained classes was comprised of only eight students. Thus, one of the others had more than 150 students. The relation to physics knowledge which could be associated to these groups was too general.
11 This information is given as an indication, because the population sample has not been chosen to be statistically representative of the whole of the students following this level of studies.
12 The real students are more or less close to one of the previous ideal-types, to which they can be associated.
13 When students choose to study scientific subjects, they have above all to learn mathematics, biology, and physical science (chemistry and physics). The study shows that there are only very few students who are truly engaged in learning physics science, even when disciplines are important for the average.
14 The word ‘phenomena’ is used here according to Charlot's meaning, as was explained previously.
15 He gives importance to physics, but not to physics knowledge; even when he gives a degree of importance to knowledge, this does not lead to effective and durably steady learning.
16 These students were enrolled on a course leading to the competitive entrance exam to be physics and chemistry teachers.